
 

                                                                                                                     

 
 

Club Activities: Improving your IELTS response 
 
Read the example and think about how to improve it. 

I think club activities at university are useful. There are three reasons. 
First, club activities at university are different from club activities at high school, because you must do 
everything by yourself. Because it is packed with things, you can learn first what you should learn after going 
out to society.  
The second reason is that there are places where you can exercise. When you become a member of society, 
you will not have time to exercise, so you can exercise while you are a university student who has time. I think 
that by building physical strength, the hardships after going out to society will be reduced. Also, by learning to 
play sports a little, I think it will be useful as an experience, such as exercising to release stress even after 
becoming a member of society. 
The third reason is that it can be used in job hunting. For example, if you were the director, deputy director, 
or accountant at a university club, you can talk about it as an advantage. Even if you don't hold any of these 
positions, you can still talk about what you were doing with all you might during college. If you're not involved 
in club activities, you must be involved in something else, so I think it's great to be able to make a difference 
with other people in a club where you can easily participate. 
For the above reasons, I think that university club activities are useful. 
 
How can you improve the writing? 

Useful – beneficial  (adjective) /   benefit someone (verb) / the benefits of (noun) 
Contrasting: ….. are different from /  unlike high school / even if you do not (Clearer contrast) 
Be specific with examples of how to be better prepare for society: 

1. more independent / better aware of yourself / how to do things on your own 
2. full-time position in a company 
3. charge of / had extra responsibilities / teamwork / positive thinking / successful member of a team 

Building physical strength / getting into shape / exercising 
 
I think club activities at university benefit students for three main reason. First, club activities at university are 
different from club activities at high school. Unlike at high school, you must  be more independent and learn 
to do everything by yourself rather than relying on a teacher. From such experience, you become better 
aware of yourself and how to do things on your own which will better prepare you for society. 
 
A second reason why club activities are important is that they provide opportunities for you to exercise. 
When you finally graduate from university and managed to find a full-time position in a company, you might 
find that you won’t have enough free time to exercise. You can start the habit of getting into shape and 
exercising while you are a university student as you have plenty of time on your hands. I personally feel that 
building your physical strength will prepare you better for the challenges that lie ahead and reduce your 
stress.  

 
The third advantage of taking part in a club activity is that it can be a useful topic of discussion in job hunting. 
For example, if you were in charge of or had extra responsibilities in a particular university club, you can talk 
about what you learnt from this experience. Even if you do not hold any particular responsibility, you can still 
talk about the benefits of joining such as teamwork and positive thinking. If you are not involved in any club 
activities, you must demonstrate that you did more than simply study as you need to prove to others that you 
can be a successful member of a team. For these reasons, I think that university club activities are important. 
 


